Student interest in topics of tissue engineering is increasing exponentially as the number of Universities offering programs in bioengineering are on the rise. Bioengineering encompasses all of the STEM categories: Science, Technology, Engineering and Math. Experiential learning is one of the most effective techniques for promoting student learning and has been demonstrated to have a high impact on learning outcomes. Providing students with the responsibility of formulating hypotheses and designing the appropriate experiments to effectively test a hypothesis is critical. Zebrafish can be easily housed and multiple variables can be tested on a large enough group providing statistical value, lending them well to student directed experimentation. We have designed a laboratory activity that takes advantage of this model organism's ability to regenerate fin tissue. We have taken observation of fin regeneration to the next level: analyzing conditions that may impact regeneration. The field of tissue engineering is likely to benefit from understanding natural mechanisms of regeneration, and the factors that influence the rate of regeneration. In our Bioengineering 101 course we help future tissue engineers experience how experimentation drives testing optimum conditions to grow tissue for replacement parts. Understanding the factors that influence natural growth will help them design experiments in bioreactors in upper level courses. We have outlined the results of varying temperature on fin regeneration and propose other inquiry modules such as the role of pH in fin regeneration.
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